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Homework Grid
From May 2014

Reading

Spelling

Reading homework will
be written in your reading
record. Please complete
and get an adult to sign

Spelling words sent home to learn on a
Wednesday for your test the following
Wednesday. Spelling activity every 2
weeks.

Learning

Topic

Together
Help to prepare a healthy
meal and write the recipe
you used. Include
ingredients with weights
and the method you used.
You can also include
pictures or diagrams.
PE

Practise your long jump
every few days and record
your distances
Or
Run or jog for 5 minutes
every few days, record
your heart rate straight
after and again 5 minutes

Design and make a 3D model of
a Roman home. It could be a
soldier’s home, a rich Roman’s
home or a poor Roman’s home.

A Good Friend
What qualities do you look for in a
friend? Draw a picture of your
‘ideal’ friend using adjectives
around your drawing to describe
them. Next think about the qualities
which you have, which other people
might like in a friend. Draw a
picture of yourself and add
adjectives to describe your
qualities.

Media Review

Maths

Watch a film or TV programme with your family. Talk about
the storyline, characters, setting and what you liked or disliked
about it. Write a review of what you have watched including
whether you would recommend it or not. (A review template
will be provided for this task).

Miss Robertson will
send home a Maths
Check-up sheet for
completion.

Commonwealth

RME

Find out about an athlete in the Commonwealth games and
create a profile of them. What interesting facts can you find
out? When were they born? Which event do they participate
in? Have they won any medals before? Your profile can take
any form you wish, a poster, fact file, powerpoint or written
into your homework jotter.

Design and make an
Islamic prayer mat. You
can use whichever
materials you wish,
fabrics, different
types/colours of paper,
paint, pencil etc. A
template can be
provided if you wish.

Maths

Topic

Challenge 1:Measure your height and the height of all of the
members of your family in metres and cm. Write the heights
in your jotter in order of tallest to shortest.
Challenge 2: Choose two rooms in your house, draw the shape
of them in your homework jotter and add measurements, work
out the area of the two rooms.
Challenge 3: Create a scale drawing of a room in your house
drawn to the scale 5cm=1m. Include the perimeter of the room
and large pieces of furniture. Annotate your drawing with

Make a list of as
many things as you
can which were
influenced by the
Romans but are still
in use today. Use
information books
and the internet for

later.

measurements and include the area of the floor.

Complete all the activities on the top row.
Choose four more activities from the grid to complete. Activities marked ‘Learning Together’ should be done with a grown up.
Highlight the boxes to show your choices.
In the small box think about how you completed the task and traffic light this.
Ask a grown up to sign each box when you have completed the activity.

your research.

